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2  Lamborghini Aventador
A precise replica of the original car, inside and out, this is another 
custom 1:8 scale model valued at an eye-watering £5.2 million.

3 Bugatti Veyron
At 1.18 scale, the Bugatti Veyron model, one of only three, is made 
of solid gold and platinum and includes a 7.2 carat diamond set 
into the front grill. One could be yours for a mere £2 million.

4    40th Anniversary Hot Wheels
A single 1:64 scale model of this classic Hot Wheels car was 
produced to mark its four decades. Comprising an 18-carat 
white gold frame encrusted in 2,700 diamonds and rubies, it cost 
£140,000.

1  Lamborghini Aventador
(Gold Edition)
Encased in real gold, this one-off  
custom 1:8 scale model is worth many 
times more than the original car it was 
modelled on. You might pay £350,000 
for the car, but this mint condition model 
would set you back a cool £6.5 million.

5  Volkswagen Beach Bomb
This tiny model of a 1969 prototype that was never released comes 
complete with plastic surfboards and was sold to a collector for a 
whopping £125,000.

FACT OF THE MONTH:

WORLD’S TOP 5 MOST EXPENSIVE MODEL CARS

MOTOGP 2018
The 2018 MotoGP season was the Marc Marquez show. It seemed as 
though every race was his to lose - something he didn’t do very often. 
He was breath-taking from start to fi nish. From fantastic saves, to bust 
ups with Valentino Rossi, Marquez fully asserted himself as an unrelenting 
force of nature, on and off  the track. 
Dovizioso secured second place, racing with the powerful Ducati, 76 points 
behind due to a series of retirements. 
Meanwhile Rossi fought hard for third on a bike that was consistently 
behind the pace. 

SOVIET T-34 TANK AT A GLANCE

Recap from the Tracks

•   First built in 1940, it was, at the time, dubbed “the best 
tank in the world”

•   More T-34s were built than any other tank during World 
War II – 39,698 in total

•   Its high-powered diesel engine was reliable and 
fi re-resistant

•   Carried a high velocity 76mm gun, which was later 
replaced with an 85mm gun

•   Famous for being noisy, it could be heard from 500 
metres away

•   T-34 had a top speed of 32 mph

•   Thick, sloping armour helped it defl ect shells

If you are interested in building an exact replica of the legendary Soviet 
tank visit www.diecastclub.com. This highly detailed 1:16 scale die-
cast model has a metal structure, a rotating gun turret, moving caterpillar 
tracks, a swivel gun movement and hatches that open. The model also 
features a removable tower, which enables you to see its internal structure 
and breechloader, including the engine compartment and transmission, 
crew seats and ammunition. The T-34-85 tank comes with its own highly 
informative magazine and full assembly instructions.
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Sadly, we had to say goodbye to a legend, Dani Pedrosa, after 18 seasons, 31 wins, 112 
podiums and one of the most loved riders in the history of Moto GP and will be sorely missed.

Do you think it is possible to rediscover the sounds and smells of your 
childhood? Or how about evoking the nostalgia of the early morning 
delivery vans that greeted you on your morning route to school or work?
From the Galbani van whose driver waved you off  every Monday, to the La Cimbali 
coff ee truck that reminds you of Saturday mornings, Die-Cast Club’s initial 
launch presents your very own time-travelling voyage to the past, where you will 
re-discover your childhood and the brands that you came to love. 

This new collection of 1:43 scale die-cast delivery vans draws on the nostalgia of 
post-war Italy in the 1950s through to the 1960s and 1970s, and celebrates the 
rebuilding of a beloved nation, along with the birth of new businesses. 

Veicoli Comerciali d’Epoca also comes with a 12-page descriptive magazine and, 
for the fi rst time ever, with supporting web content. View your van in detail and 
compare it to the original, laugh along and revive old memories with retro TV spots, 
all while listening to exclusive interviews that allow you to uncover unforgettable 
stories behind the brands. Don’t miss this opportunity to build a unique die-cast 
collection!
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Rally Championship 2018 
Crashes, malfunctions and some unbelievable driving – the 2018 WRC 
season had it all. Dramatic right down to the fi nal race, it had us all on 
the edge of our seats, eyes glued to the action. It felt as though we were 
witnessing true greatness, as Sebastien Ogier picked up a remarkable sixth 
WRC title, edging ever closer to Loeb’s all-time record of nine.
At Die-Cast Club, we want to bring you closer to history. Our incredibly 
detailed 2018 WRC collection means you can have a slice of the season 
forever. It includes the fi nest quality recreations of every car from this year’s 
championship, deserving a podium fi nish in anyone’s collection.
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What is Die-Cast Club?
Founded in 2013 by a family of motor enthusiasts and model 

collectors spanning three generations, Die-Cast Club was created 
with the idea of uniting motor enthusiasts around the world. 

Having merged in 2017 with Eaglemoss Ltd., a leading international 
publisher, Die-Cast Club is all about everything engine. We are 
crazy about Cars, Airplanes and Motorcycles and we want all 
of our models to be perfectly crafted just for you, from vintage 

classics to the latest models of the season. 
 We continually push the boundaries of what’s possible with 

die-cast, sharing a commitment to precision design and authentic 
realization using only the highest quality materials and 

cutting-edge manufacturing processes.   
  Die-Cast Club now off ers everything a true motor 

enthusiast could desire.


